Enigmatic designs and fine detailing in bright, fun and art-inspired jewellery and accessories with new looks, usher in geometric shapes, contrasting materials and effects from manufacturers in India. The array has themes like purely contemporary, luxury, mystical, festive, traditional Indian, occasion wear, bohemian and chic. Across the spectrum are ready to use components as well.

The array is all encompassing with beaded jewellery in cheerful colourful combinations, elegant textile based neckwear, metal mesh bracelets, intriguingly shaped stone embedded finger rings, threaded bangles, semi-precious stones shaped into drops and danglers, folk & tribal reproductions inspired by the Bastar, Dhokra, Mizo and Naga art forms, elegant pearl sets and standalone pieces, lustrous silver artfully combined with stones, delicately set lac or kundanware with shimmering stones, carved mother of pearl, rustic fare in bamboo, jute and wood, and much more. Some of the wearable arts include resin injection moulded jewellery, brass and resin bangles, feather on metal chain jewellery, combination pendants, made to order hand painted wooden accessories to suit any ensemble, anklets and head accessories, textile and thread necklaces with beadwork, adornments using mix of wood and horn or simply horn that is decorated with tiny stones or just shaped to give a more stylized look. Teen jewellery shapes up as bracelets, anklets, earrings and neckwear that can be teamed with gift packaging and peppy organizers.

**The Sourcing Platform**

IHGF Delhi Fair - AUTUMN 2014, is the most significant business to business event and distinct sourcing platform in Asia, now gets bigger & bolder with much more of everything – more space, more exhibitors, more sectors, more products, enhanced facilities and of course, more days. The show has five power packed days, with over 2750 exhibitors in enriched display spaces, spread over 190, 000 sq. meters area, bringing into collective focus, a medley of the entire range of Lifestyle, Home Décor, Furniture, Furnishings and Accessories from across the country, making the extensive display an all-encompassing amalgam of Indian handcrafting and manufacturing skills. Buyers also have the advantage of the opportunity to order directly from artisans. The largest transactional event of its kind in Asia, neatly profiles a total of 17 segmented product groups with six completely new ones, comprising more than 1200 product varieties & styles with the focus on Home Furnishing, Home Decor, Textile for all purpose etc. The show is organized at Indian Expo Center & Mart Greater Noida, New Delhi.
IHGF Delhi Fair- a key connect to Indian manufacturers

IHGF is a must attend event for everyone from small progressive independents to leading brands, departmental store chains, specialty stores, retailers, interior designers, importers, wholesalers and distributors of various product segments to source an unparalleled variety of handicrafts, gifts & lifestyle products, from a cross section of manufacturers from India. The hallmark of a successful trade fair is its ability to bring markets and people together in an efficient and highly professional manner. IHGF’s organizer – EPCH, strives to better this ability with each successive edition and IHGF Delhi Fair - AUTUMN 2014 is a bolder step in this direction.

For more on the show, do visit: [www.ihgfdelhifair.epch.in](http://www.ihgfdelhifair.epch.in)
or find us on your frequented social media: ihgfdelhifair [Facebook](#) [Twitter](#) [Pinterest](#)

All you wish and all you missed, its all here...

Furniture | Home Furnishings | Houseware | Gifts & Decoratives | Fashion Jewellery & Accessories | Lamps & Lighting
Christmas and Festive Decor | Carpets and Rugs | Bathroom Accessories | Garden Decorative | Education Toys and Games
Stationery | Leather Bags | Pet Accessories | Candle, Incense Stick & Potpourri

To visit this mega sourcing paradise, you could pre-register at [www.ihgfdelhifair.epch.in](http://www.ihgfdelhifair.epch.in)

For more information, please contact: Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts
Tel: +91 11 26130692, 26135256 Fax: +91 11 26125892, 26135518/19
Email: visitors@epch.com; Website: www.epch.in